
Automate 
your business's 
processes in minutes

Accelerate the digital 
transformation of your 
company with CAP Workflow

www.capworkflow.com

No matter what your business. 
CAP Workflow is a process management platform that aims to simplify a business's 

day-to-day, reduce operation bottlenecks and make life easier in general. The platform has a 
dynamic approach and applications in every business model, from startup to multinational.
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"Who approved this? When? 
Where? Why? "
Have an approval history and be 
prepared for any audit.

"If you could see my e-mail box, you 
would understand why I haven't 
had a chance to look at it yet."
Automation maximizes results, as well 
as reduces all types of waste: money, 
time, resources and energy.

"I did not know the process was stuck on 
account of me."
CAP Work flow facilitates the access and 
circulation of information, in addition to 
minimizing communication failures.

"I would have approved it, but I needed 
to verify some information with the 
accountant."
 Through the message board, you can check 
information with the associated department 
before proceeding with the request.

Cloud Access 
Teams working collaboratively and simultaneously in the cloud. 
Simplify and accelerate the platform implementation. Manage 
your department or operation processes and optimize your time!

Low Code
Put your workflows to action in just minutes. All of this with an 
intuitive interface that requires little to no programming knowledge.

Customized Reports
The standard reports will support the questions in your day-to-day: 
How many workflows are ongoing? Which are the approvals that 
most delay business? Are the deadlines task execution being 
fulfilled? In addition, you can create custom reports by accessing 
CAP via Excel or PowerBI.

CAP Workflow increases your efficiency and reduces operating 
costs, leaving behind the paperwork, spreadsheets and e-mails.

sales@capworkflow.com


